
Yellow and the Oak 
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“Check.” 

     His daughter groaned comically as he slid the dark queen into a space to menace her pale king 

piece, the one with the bite marks from when she was a baby.  

     Nudging a bishop into the queen’s path, she glared into her father’s beard. He was about to 

end the game mercilessly when there came a sudden succession of collisions, and a crash that 

made the kitchen table shudder. Alan’s king toppled.  

     He heard an engine falling from its final roar: the Chevy engine, grumbling under the familiar 

yellow hood of the neighbor’s truck.  

     He knew because he had followed it to work every morning for twelve years, seen it squeal into 

Danny’s Liquor to take up the two spaces. He had watched the harmless-looking ginger kid spill 

out the driver’s side countless times. 

     Valerie’s voice split through the rumbling.  

     “Alan!” 

     It was difficult not recognize the truck’s sound. He associated it with trouble. Nearly every year 

before his daughter was born, they’d had to buy a new mailbox and patch up the tire tracks 

crisscrossing Valerie’s wildflower beds. The newest box was white, with a wide mouth and a 

child’s tiny green handprints dotting its sides. Val and Alan had painted the box together. He 

distinctly remembered the enormous drip of white that ruined Val’s t-shirt, running down her 

belly, the excess dripping off before her feet. The handprints came later. 

     By the time Charlie came along, Alan had a habit of standing at the glass front door at night 

when the familiar rumbling forecasted the yellow truck and time and again it came weaving 

unpredictably down the road.  

     Charlie picked up his habit. Val had a washed-out picture of the two of them together at the 

door, Charlie’s chubby arms wrapped around her father’s leg and her hands straining to touch on 

the other side. Alan figured it to be a bonding ritual.  

     Not tonight. He’d promised a chess lesson. A different sort of ritual that taught Charlie to learn 

from her mistakes. Or maybe it was his. He stared at the toppled king.  
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     “Alan!”  

     He shook his head to clear it. The urgency in Valerie’s voice should have made him run, but he 

felt a slowness, a reluctance to face the yellow truck. 

     With Charlie’s fingers hooked through his faded belt loop, he pushed open the glass door and 

looked. He saw the mailbox first. In the dark, the chunks of white seemed to glow. He saw a hint 

of green and wanted to see more, but Charlie’s sharp little gasps and tightening grip pulled his 

remorse closer to the house.  

     The yellow truck was halfway into the garage, red wood splinters from the door lying around it 

like spilled cereal, soaking up the noxious mix of automobile liquids and the slow drip of 

oxidizing blood.  

     The ginger kid wasn’t a kid anymore, but he still spilled out the side door like he always had. 

Just a bit more lifelessly.  

     “Unicorn,” Charlie whispered, wrapping her arms around her father’s leg.  

     Valerie hushed her, striding away purposefully, her thumb darting rapidly across the bright 

screen of her phone. “Hello? Officer? Yes, there’s been . . .” 

     Unicorn? Alan looked closer at the mess, his big hand absently stroking Charlie’s tangled hair. 

He saw it and grimaced: the slice of windshield, protruding from between blood-soaked strands 

of ginger hair. Unicorn.  

     Charlie pressed her face into his jeans, her fingers twisting in the folds.  

     There was a certain hiccup in the Chevrolet’s transmission that had always marked it. Alan 

turned to Val as the engine sputtered again, a puff of steam clouding in Georgia cold.  

     “Are you okay?” 

     “Fine.” She spoke absently, her purposeful attitude deflating. She wrapped her arms around 

herself, shuddering as the wind whisked across her bare neck. “The police are on their way with 

an ambulance.” 

     They stood there together, staring wearily at the wreckage. There was a dull familiarity to the 

mess before them, a conglomeration of all the other messes that arose in the wake of the yellow 

truck’s unpredictable path. 

     Metallic splinters glinted in Alan’s fingertips as he tightened his embrace and waited for the 

sirens.  
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      Val’s belly kept picking up the dust and mortar from the walls as they tiled. Every few minutes, 

she’d stop, groan, and try unsuccessfully to brush it off while Charlie persisted in her rhythmic 

kicking.  

     Charlie never seemed to like renovation Saturdays, when Alan and Val would work on yet 

another part of the house or the yard, building a bubble in which to hold their tiny child. She 

seemed to know immediately and would kick in small tantrums, as if to defend her freedom.  

     They were tiling the walls in the upstairs bathroom when they heard the truck’s hiccupping 

transmission and then a man’s cry as the truck roared up the street. Alan imagined an animal, at 

first; the cries were guttural and wild.  

     They ran out the door, still covered in mortar, and saw the yellow tail end weaving over the hill.  

     Across the street, Mr. Coleridge collapsed in front of his shattered mailbox. They ran to him 

and saw in his arms his son, breathing in short, panicked gasps. The boy’s hand was clenched 

around a small stack of letters and one brightly colored advertisement for a free oil change.  

     Val rushed to them, paint and mortar flaking from her green shirt. She took Mr. Coleridge’s 

face in her hands and made him breathe, unrelenting eyes demanding focus. Her own breathing 

was rapid, but her hands moved confidently to Mr. Coleridge’s son with fabric torn from her shirt 

to stop the bleeding.  

     Alan called an ambulance first, his steady voice a stark contrast with Mr. Coleridge’s cries. The 

police were next, treated to a detailed description of the yellow truck, from its bent front fender 

and the chips of paint from dozens of mailboxes to the outdated license plate that somehow no 

one ever caught.  

     They saw the yellow truck on the news that evening, as they sat together on the worn couch, 

its springs sagging just enough to be comfortable. On screen, the police pulled the ginger kid out, 

handcuffing him against the cruiser.  

     He stopped being the villain when they saw his pale, freckled face. He was a boy still, and 

didn’t know himself. Some bottles clinked out of the truck behind him and they understood and 

Alan held Valerie closer, feeling a light pummeling against his arm. He pressed his hand against 

her belly, ignoring the metal splinter that drove deeper into his palm. He imagined a son, just as 

he knew Valerie hoped for a daughter. But surely no daughter would kick this hard. 
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The sirens came. Alan stood holding Val against the cold wind and everything else. They stared, 

unable to leave the scene as the hinges on the old yellow door whimpered against the wind.  

     “Mr. Eliot, you’ll have to move your car.”  

     The ambulance driver, his halo of hair ruffling like a bed skirt around his ears, placed a hand 

on Alan’s shoulder.  

     “We need to pull the ambulance in.” 

     Alan nodded, releasing Val.  

     He heard a small crunch as he backed out of the driveway and looked down. The mailbox. His 

tire rolled over the last of Charlie’s intact handprints and split it into tiny fingers of green wood. 

The waning shock of the accident made way for self-reproach, remorse for his own failing. He 

should have been at the door, watching. Somehow that would have changed things.    

     As he set the parking brake against the steep hill, he saw a figure stumbling towards him. The 

neighbor, Danny Simpkin. The old man’s frosty beard – grey with a ginger twist - spread wildly, 

the wind splitting it down the middle until he looked like some dark caricature of Poseidon, 

beached on an unwelcome shore.  

     Alan climbed out of the car, his finger brushing the faded lock button out of habit. He called 

out to Mr. Simpkin, who didn’t seem to hear him and merely pushed past, something wild in his 

eyes.  

     Alan followed, calling out to him again, but December and its cold swallowed his words, so he 

stopped at the fragments of the mailbox and watched the old man stalk up the drive.   

     Mr. Simpkin didn’t cry out when saw his ginger son, saw the glass in his forehead, the blood 

running down his arm. He didn’t fall to his knees. He didn’t do anything.  

     Val put a comforting hand on his shoulder, but flinched back as if she’d touched something 

hot and been scalded. Mr. Simpkin went on looking, not in shock or fear, but in a hideous 

calmness, blinking steadily from an emotionless face. He almost seemed bored, ignoring the rush 

of life around him, looking straight through it. 

      The death pouring from the old yellow truck, from its memories, seemed to have enveloped 

him, holding him fixated and still in its embrace.  
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    The ambulance driver tried to speak to him, but his words, like Alan’s, were lost. Alan watched 

from the mailbox, his chapped fingers sorting through the pieces, searching for a last green bit. 

Something he could salvage.  

     He saw Mr. Simpkin turn from the wreckage and begin to walk back to his home down the 

street. Alan rose, tucking a fragment of the mailbox into his pocket as a reminder. He made his 

way toward his own home, the one with the gaping hole in its smile. An emptiness he’d have to 

fill.  

     He was passing Mr. Simpkin, unsettled by the vacancy in the old man’s face. Mr. Simpkin 

caught his gaze and held it. Alan felt twisted, contorted by the fearful blankness. Then Mr. 

Simpkin spoke, jerking his head toward Alan’s house. 

     “Guess it’s your problem now.” 

     As he left Alan stood wondering if he’d actually said anything. If words had issued from his 

thin lips, or if Alan had just imagined the cryptic hatred of the old man’s statement. He dismissed 

it. 

     He twisted his fingers around the rough edges of the mailbox fragment in his pocket. This 

would be his reminder not to fail again. He wouldn’t fail like the old man had. He would protect 

his family.   

-- 1995 -- 

     The neighborhood was always safer without the ginger kid in it. But even years after the arrest, 

Alan still followed the yellow truck up the street. He still watched it coast down the hill every 

evening, but it was more out of habit – habit colored by regret - than fear that he watched, 

because he knew the old man was at the wheel. But the truck always kept a steady pace, matching 

the lines of the road like a masterfully controlled Tetris piece.  

     Some mornings on the way to the office, with Charlie riding along, they would watch the yellow 

truck pull slowly into the spot in front of Danny’s and idle there. The old man always climbed out 

with poise. There was a slow creak in his bones that Charlie said was like the mechanical 

dinosaurs at the Natural History museum. She wrote that one down when Alan chuckled.  

     She spent most of her time scribbling in the notebooks Val bought for her every birthday. Alan 

took her to his office more and more, but her interest in the wires and the roaring machinery only 

fueled her scribbling.  
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     She came home with a crayon drawing after school one day and stuck it obstinately on the 

fridge. A tree stood at the left border of the paper, one spindly branch outstretched to the dark-

haired stick figure beside it.  

 

December 10, 2012  

 I remember drawing my family at school one day when I was little. They gave us 

crayons and I hated crayons because they never were the right colors, always 

too bright, but I did my best anyway and I drew my family. Father, mother, 

daughter left to right and we all held hands; we were a happy family. An 

upturned parenthesis counted as a grin in red crayon and I remember we 

learned about trees that day, about genus and species and the way oak trees 

have four-pronged leaves and sweetgums have spikey seed pods and it seems 

like his grin was that way too. We all had it, like a genetic disease and we could 

grin through most things. I was proud of my drawing, I know, because I wanted 

so badly to make something that deserved to hang on the refrigerator but I was 

proud and then my teacher frowned and I didn’t like that. She had all these 

questions about the drawing of my father and they all started with “where” or 

“why” or “are you okay” and she said sweetheart more than I ever thought 

necessary. She thought I’d drawn a tree because I didn’t have a father and I 

thought she was just as thick-headed as my mother always said she was; 

obviously my father was the tree, grinning in his evergreen, his bark twisted 

into the grin and his roots planted firmly in the green crayon scribblings at the 

bottom of the paper. 

 

-- 1997 -- 

     Val had begun asking to leave. She didn’t feel safe, she said. Alan had rebuilt the garage door, 

a sturdy one painted red to match, but it didn’t matter. Not as long as the yellow truck kept 

driving up and down the street. Not as long as Alan stayed late at work and left early. He was gone 

too much. He didn’t care. He didn’t love her. He didn’t love them. Her arguments rose and fell like 
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breathing, wavering between her anger and begging, her fear painting words in dark colors. She 

feared for Charlie. She feared for Alan.  

     Her cheeks collapsed in on themselves with the weight of her worry and the dimples by her 

collarbones became hollows. Alan stood his ground against her logic, just as he stood against her 

tears. This was their home. They’d built it together. Held it together through storms and accidents 

and falling trees. He was unmoving, rooted to their home with all the resilience of an old Georgia 

oak. The rings on his palms told of immeasurable age and the bend in his shoulders spoke of the 

guilt that weighed upon him but still he did not waver. So they didn’t move. 

     Alan built a mailbox on his own this time. He’d asked Val to help, but his request fell on deaf 

ears. She turned up the volume on the TV. He didn’t protest.  

     He painted the new box red. With a tiny paintbrush dwarfed by his enormous hand, he painted 

“The Eliots” in a curvy italic script. He presented it to Val with a weary insistence. She nodded and 

brushed past him to place a letter in it and raise the flag. She didn’t say anything as she walked 

inside, her step faltering as it always did when she crossed the bloodstain on the driveway.  
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December 14, 2012 

 I thought I saw my parents, saw the real of them in the yelling and the fighting and the 

way she’d puff herself up fragile and airy but strong in the breath of her like a bird 

ruffling growing and she was never bigger than him but sometimes her words were 

sharper and faster, chainsaw rumbling and they cut him straight through. Him, my 

father tree trunk walking teddy bear loving but stumbling because he forgot or saw 

something more important- I work late nights because I love you - he was never there 

but we all forgot the reason and absence of him was an absence of love. But there were 

no oysters or late nights at the bars laughing and growing and living a way we never got 

to, he was always late nights at the office, working long past closing to keep his 

company alive, keep his family eating and laughing and his sacrifice was losing her love. 

But he kept her, he kept us warm and fed and safe and loved in the moments he was 

there, the brief blips of time when life was more than work and he could show us how 

he held us in his soul, how he wrapped those pictures of us ’round his mind under the 

flickering tired lights of work. Father’s feet of clay were dusted in metallic shavings, 

metal in the skin of his hands by the time I looked at them closely. Tired old hands too 

young curling tightly round the things he wanted for his family. And father, father with 

his feet of clay, raising me and owning that I’d be whatever I decided but never telling 

me I could be anything, because parents don’t lie to their kids. Father’s feet of clay, 

moving slowly across the lives of the child that love gave him, giving of everything that 

was, until love was a new mailbox and a late night absence said I love you better than 

words ever had. 

 

– 1997 – 

      Valerie was reading upstairs, her nose deep in her book and her soul detached from her family 

and her feelings detached from reality. A row of medications lined her windowsill. Valerie Eliot, 

Prozac. Valerie Eliot, Adapin. Valerie Eliot, Zyprexa. She didn’t hear the yellow truck rumbling on 

the street.  

     Alan stood in the yard, surveying its disarray. Val had spiraled downward as he kept refusing to 

move. She didn’t leave her room much. The garden was overgrown with weeds already. The ferns 
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had been eaten by deer scrounging in early November. In the mess of his home, Alan felt a small 

despair. Another failure.  

     He heard the familiar rumble of the yellow truck and looked up briefly, expecting its 

traditional, straight path.  

     But it broke from its track this time.  

     He watched the yellow truck barreling toward him like a mechanical bull, loose from its 

moorings and mad. But he couldn’t move. Time moved in miniscule increments, like a scratched 

CD, hiccupping in time with the old truck’s transmission. The new mailbox crunched and the 

yellow bull inched closer. But he didn’t move. Between his house and the danger he couldn’t 

move.  

     He stood rooted to his lawn. This was the one thing that mattered. Charlie was at the door, her 

small hands crashing into the glass, her mouth widening with screams he couldn’t hear. What was 

there to do but smile reassuringly? He stood against the danger, rooted and steady. 

 

December 16, 2012 

 My father was a tree. His roots dug deep into our little scrap of suburban land 

and even when the sad old man with the yellow truck tore up everything, my 

father held on, his roots grasping the dirt and the grass and the vegetable 

garden together like glue or tape or something sticky and permanent. My father 

was a tree, but even trees can be felled. The caution yellow truck flew through 

Momma’s garden and crashed against my father like wind or a wave, but my 

father wasn’t a cliff, he was a tree, and trees can be felled.  

 

 

-END- 


